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Participating in Arts based activities can improve your mental health
and wellbeing. Sometimes though it can feel hard to start so here's

a few tips to help you get started.

Try not to talk when you are
creating. If you are listening
to music, choose something
without lyrics. The parts of
the brain activated during
creativity are different than
those activated for speech
generation and language
processing. Give those

overworked parts of the mind
a break, and indulge in the
calm relaxation that comes

from doing so. 
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Don't try and be creative
when you have other time
pressures or places to be.
Creativity can't be forced
and needs time and space
to grow. Clear a time when
you can be free from all

other pressures. Sometimes
this is difficult on your own
at home which is where
setting aside a time each

week to join a group session
can be a great idea.

Play and experiment. This
emphasizes practice and

process over product and takes
the pressure off you creating

the perfect dance, song,
drawing or sculpture straight
away. By repeating activities
you are allowing the brain to
build on prior experiences each
time, using what you learnt

last time as a starting
point/inspiration. If you really
must keep a copy, snap a

quick photo of the work, then
let it go.

 

REPEAT
Try something new and be
willing to make mistakes to
learn. Most artists practice
for years before they are
able to create something
they are happy with, and
they are willing to make
many mistakes along the

way, likely because the brain
rewards learning. Sometimes
those mistakes take us off
in a different direction and

we find that light bulb
moment. Make mistakes
and evolve form them!

MAKE MISTAKES!


